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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Introduction 
 
Consideration is being given to the development of the northern parts of Portions 9 and 10 of the 
Farm Matjiesfontein No. 304. The developable area of the property is approximately 15.8 ha in 
extent and it is located 3 km from Keurboomstrand, some 7 km north-east of Plettenberg Bay. 
The remaining (portions of Portions 9 and 10) 16.62 ha of the property, located south of the 
development, against the coastline is proposed for a nature reserve and the 1 ha historic farm 
yard and associated resources on Portion 9 will be excluded from the development area. 
 
A development application for a retirement village on the property was initially submitted on 13 
November 2008 to the Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and Development 
Planning (DEA&DP). A public participation process (PPP) was conducted for the proposal (under 
DEA&DP Reference number: EG12/2/3/1-D1/8-1158/08) during the period 15 January 2009 to 16 
February 2009. A number of specialist studies were also conducted at the time in preparation of 
submission of the Basic Assessment Report. However, no application had yet been submitted by 
2 August 2010 when the NEMA 2010 regulations came into effect and as a result the above file 
was closed by the DEA&DP. 
  
A new application was submitted on 29 October 2010 in terms of the NEMA 2010 regulations and 
requested a deviation from the PPP process to carry over the information and inputs gathered 
during the previous PPP process (and considered to be still valid), to the new 2010 application. 
The DEADP granted the request and opened a new file (EG12/2/4/1-D1/14-0038/10). At the time, 
the proposed application was not aligned with the Guide Plan for the area, and finalization of the 
planning report in terms of the Land Use Planning Ordinance was dependant on a guide plan 
amendment application being approved by the Bitou Municipality. By 1 December 2011 this issue 
had not yet been resolved with the municipality and as a result the Basic Assessment Report was 
not submitted by the due date as required by the DEA&DP. Subsequently the file was again 
closed due to inactivity. 
  
In 2012 the Knysna, Wilderness Plettenberg Bay Guide Plan was declared unconstitutional by the 
High Court and is therefore not applicable anymore and the Bitou Municipality’s Spatial 
Development Framework for the area prevails.  In the meantime a Local Area Spatial Plan 
(LASP) for the Keurboomstrand area was adopted by the Local Authority.  
  
A new application for residential units and revised site development plan is thus being 
resubmitted to the DEA&DP that is aligned with the Bitou Municipality’s Keurbooms & Environs 
Local Area Spatial Plan (LASP).  
 
This HIA and the completed Visual, Archaeological and Palaeontological Impact Assessment 
reports will form part of the BAR that was circulated to I&AP’s. Previous heritage comments 
received from the public on the initial EIA process were addressed in this HIA. 
 
The application entails the preferred SDP (Appendix 1) that include: 
 

 98 residential units (50 x 207m2/ 23 x 215m2/ 9 x 224 m2/10 x 251 m2 and 6 x 270 m2). 

 a wellness Centre that will include a lounge, library, dining room, gym with rooms that can 
be used by e.g. a dr. dentist or physiotherapist, a bowling green and tennis courts 

 164 parking garages 
 
Associated infrastructure will include: 
 

 Roads and parking facilities 
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 Electricity will be from the Bitou Municiplaity, but will be harvested from solar panels on 
the garages with alternate energy sources such as gas also being used. 

 Sewerage will be taken to the existing treatment works at Plettenberg Bay via an existing 
pipeline and pump station 

 Water is from an existing reservoir above the site that serves Keurbooms, 
 
 
Due to the requirements of the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) a Notice of 
Intent to Develop (NID) was submitted by Ron Martin in 2010. Heritage Western Cape (HWC) 
provided comment on 9 November 2011 under registered Case No. X111018JL12; that 
concluded the following: 
 

 An HIA is required consisting of an assessment of the impact to archaeological resources 
and palaeontological resources as well as the visual impact of the proposed 
development. 

 This site may require monitoring at a later stage during vegetation clearing. 

 An outline of the walk paths and the limitations experienced by the heritage practitioner 
must be communicated in the submission. (Please note that the walk paths referred to in 
the HWC comment, relates to the initial proposal that included the coastal area. The new 
application does not propose any development in this area, therefore this assessment 
components does not form part of the brief. However there are walk paths in and around 
the development area that formed part of the assessment). 

 
 
Professional Team 

 
Study 
 

 
Specialist 

Archaeological  Dr Peter Nilssen 
Botanical Ecological Ken Coetzee 
Heritage Paul Slabbert 
Palaeontological John Pether 
Visual Megan Anderson  

 
The Heritage Resources  
 
Large parts of the study area are disturbed by recent human activities and dense, often 
impenetrable vegetation as well as thick grass cover over much of the area was a severe 
limitation to the assessment of archaeological and palaeontological resources . 
 
The tangible heritage resources relate to the historic farm yard (1 ha node), doctors room, old 
road, mature trees, proximity of old labour dwellings on the terraced areas north of the old road 
and the graves on the neighbouring property.  
 
A substantial Later Stone Age shell midden is located about 100 m south of the affected property, 
and therefore, it cannot be ruled out that similar archaeological resources lie beneath vegetation 
in the study area.  The archaeological material documented on site relates to isolated quartzite 
flakes of Stone Age origin with low significance.  
 
The palaeontological resources will only be visible if uncovered during construction. However 
these resources are most likely to occur within the small wetland that may preserve a 
palaeoenvironmental record of changes since prehistoric times. The visual constraints relate to 
maintaining the scenic route corridors of the old N2 and the road to Keurboomstrand and 
adopting green corridors through the site to limit urbanisation intruding in the cultural landscape.  
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These resources are illustrated on a combine heritage constraints map (Figure 14 of the main 
report). The constraints coupled with the bio-physical constraints informed the preferred site 
development plan and provision was made to accommodate these in open corridors and 
protection area.  
 
Heritage Recommendations 
 

 The site and surrounding areas cultural landscape context relate to the natural forests 
and tree environment of the garden route. Identified mature trees on site should be 
incorporated in the development plan. This will ensure a quality and aesthetically 
pleasing site after development. It will assist in maintaining quality visual corridors and it 
will mitigate visual impact. 

 The 1 ha historic yard must be maintained, it relate to the main house and immediate 
outbuildings and mature trees. The old doctors room is 40 meters south of the house and 
incorporated in a visual/ecological corridor, linking the yard and the room. The line of 
labourers cottages attached to the doctors rooms can be demolished because it’s not 
older than 60 years. The 1 ha area and the doctors rooms need to be taken up in a 
heritage register and protected from future alterations and subdivisions and development. 

 Any alteration on structures older than 60 years is subject to a Section 34 application in 
terms of the NHRA.  

 Consideration should be given to the fencing of the 1 ha historic yard area, in order to 
avoid a blocked-off and isolated area. Ideally fencing should be avoided, but if fenced a 
low “werf” wall (1. 2 meter) concept needs to be implemented, with visually permeable 
material above the wall of up to a total maximum height of 1. 8 meter. 

 The old road leading up to the farmyard should not be encroached upon by the new 
development directly north of it. Entrances along the old road should be setback with “soft 
construction” techniques. Limited vegetation and mature tree removal is essential, in 
order to ensure a mature site and the maintenance of the historic driveway. This old road 
link should remain open as a pedestrian/cyclist and visual link between the old Post 
Office, shop and farm yard. 

 Even though the old labour dwellings were removed, the visible terraced areas should be 
monitored during clearing. The possibility of finding unknown graves in this area also 
exists. These areas should be incorporated in the development landscape and 
information gained should be used in micro sitting of houses in the immediate vicinity. 
These areas and the old road should form part of a walkway/trail on site. 

 The farm yard node and the old dwellings in Keurbooms River, dates back to the 1800’s. 
Cape Vernacular architectural elements should therefore be incorporate in the new 
development aesthetic. 

 All the mitigating measures in this document need to be adopted in the Construction 
EMP. 

 
Visual  
 

 Indigenous trees and large shrubs are planted in the gardens, along roads and in POS 
corridors to screen and soften the built environment, with open lawn areas kept to a 
minimum 

 The western boundary/garage walls are softened with an indigenous hedge or creeper 
fence be electrified wire mesh fencing and not a solid brick wall. A landscaped berm is 
developed along the southern boundary 

 The architectural style, materials and colours used are visually recessive as are boundary 
walls and fences 

 A Landscape Architect/Technologist is appointed to prepare a Landscape Plan and 
specifications for planting and to monitor implementation. 
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 The Landscape Architect is to draw up an Operational Management Plan (OMP) to 
include guidelines for the site manager on maintenance of the vegetated areas 

 The Landscape OMP is to be audited annually 

 External lighting on buildings and along roads and parking is minimised and kept to low 
bollard lighting 

 
Archaeological 
  

 A boundary fence should be erected prior to the construction phase in the relevant 
section along the eastern boundary of Portion 10 to ensure that the graves on the 
adjacent property are not disturbed or damaged during construction. A 20 meter open 
corridor from the fence is proposed that will limit any encroachment on the neighbour’s 
property. 

 In order to avoid or minimize negative impact to potential archaeological resources 
currently obscured by vegetation, it is recommended that vegetation clearing and 
earthmoving operations associated with the construction phase of development should 
be monitored by a professional archaeologist or a suitably experienced Ecological 
Control Officer. 

 
Required mitigation measures: 

 In the absence of archaeological monitoring, and in the event that vegetation clearing and 
earthmoving activities expose archaeological materials, such activities must stop and 
Heritage Western Cape must be notified immediately. 

 If archaeological materials are exposed during vegetation clearing and/or earth moving 
activities, then they must be dealt with in accordance with the National Heritage 
Resources Act (No. 25 of 1999) and at the expense of the developer. 

 In the event of exposing human remains during construction, the matter will fall into the 
domain of Heritage Western Cape (Mr. Troy Smuts) or the South African Heritage 
Resources Agency (Ms Colette Scheermeyer) and will require a professional 
archaeologist to undertake mitigation if needed. 

 
Palaeontological  
 

 The Enon Formation has low fossil potential, but identifiable teeth and bones are 
occasionally found. Fossil wood is the most common fossil material and includes lignified 
or petrified larger pieces such as logs. 

 Excavations below ~12 m asl. may expose the “marine and estuarine terrace gravel and 
sand”, a known fossiliferous deposit. Overlying coversand and soil may include both 
fossils and archaeological material and such may also be found in the deposits of the vlei 
margins. 

 Recommendations for palaeontological mitigation are affected by those for 
archaeological mitigation. In most cases, when monitoring and inspection of excavations 
is recommended in the AIA, separate monitoring for fossil occurrences is not necessary. 

 It is recommended that the excavations be inspected by an archaeologist who must also 
report fossil occurrences. Excavations in the lower slope below ~12 m asl. have the 
greater fossil potential. Furthermore, personnel involved in the bulk earth works must 
keep a lookout for fossil and archaeological material such as bones, shells and Stone 
Age artefacts. The attached PIA outlines monitoring by construction personnel and a 
general Fossil Find Procedures. 

 
The development proposal conforms to forward planning documentation and densities adopted 
by the Bitou Municipality. The coastal part of the subject site will be conserved as a private nature 
reserve as suggested in the LASP and as off-set against the development. As part of the 
preferred alternative, ecological and visual corridors are proposed to ensure visual links and 
forest restoration.  
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All the tangible heritage resources identified were accommodated and protected in the preferred 
alternative layout 3 (Appendix 1). The 1 ha farm yard area and mature trees will be conserved as 
a unit. This area is linked with an open space and visual corridor with the old doctors rooms, 40 
meter south of the yard. Due to the road separating the yard and the doctors room it was not 
included in the 1 ha area, but the axial connection is maintained as part of the visual corridor link. 
The farm yard is also linked with the old post office and shop via the old access road that will be 
kept open for pedestrian and bicycle traffic.  
 
The cultural landscape will change from a rural context to an urbanised area. Urban development 
has already occurred in the area and the site is earmarked for urban expansion, therefore the 
rural sense will be lost. However the planners recognised the identified resources mentioned 
above and these were excluded from the development area located in wide corridors and large 
stands to reflect its evolution as part of the agricultural rural landscape of Keurbooms River. No 
changes are proposed to any of these Grade 3 C structures. These resources are protected 
under the NHRA and no alterations are possible without the relevant permit.  The impact on these 
resources is therefore medium-low. 
 
The Keurbooms River and Keurboomsstrand cultural landscape context is primarily linked to the 
garden route and natural context. The development proposes the exclusion of the coastal 
sections for inclusion in a large and wide coastal corridor, linked to internal corridors that will be 
subject to a landscape plan aiming at indigenous trees and forest restoration. These corridors 
also follow historic axial connections therefore maintaining linkages between resources and a 
sense-of-place. 
 
The evidence of farm related dwellings north of the old road is in the form of stone terraced areas. 
The area is covered with dense vegetation; therefore the identification of graves or other heritage 
resources linked to these settlements could not be concluded. However the old road and 
immediate surrounds will form part of the walkway and forest restoration area that will incorporate 
any potential resource that is discovered during construction and clearing activities. Residential 
units north of the road (informed by the ecologist) will be subject to micro sitting, in case graves 
are found during site monitoring. The same applies to the proposed walkways on the site. Some 
of these walkways, clearly indicated on the attached preferd SDP, traverse current very dense 
vegetation and if any archaeological resources are discovered it will only be discovered during 
construction monitoring. If the impact on these resources is monitored as part of the EMP, the 
impacts will be low. The archaeological and palaeontological findings protocol needs to be 
followed if any resources are discovered. If significant resources are discovered micro sitting and 
realignment of tracks must be considered to avoid the impacts. 
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1.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
1.1. Introduction 
 
Sharples Environmental Services CC on behalf of Jara Trust has submitted an Environmental Impact 
Assessment Application (Basic Assessment), to the Department of Environmental Affairs and 
Development Planning (DEA&DP) for authorisation. The previous Environmental Impact Assessment 
process that was initiated in 2010, lapsed during 2012, but the applicable studies are used in the new 
process. The Basic Assessment including various specialist impact assessment reports was circulated 
to interested and affected parties. 
 
The EIA process will serve to inform the planning application process in terms of the Land Use 
Planning Ordinance No. 15 of 1985, handled by TV3, Architects and Town Planners, for the approval 
of the prefered SDP (Appendix 1) to include: 
 

 98 residential units (50 x 207m2/ 23 x 215m2/ 9 x 224 m2/10 x 251 m2 and 6 x 270 m2). 

 a wellness Centre that will include a lounge, library, dining room, gym with rooms that can be 
used by e.g. a dr. dentist or physiotherapist, a bowling green and tennis courts 

 164 parking garages 
 
Associated infrastructure will include: 
 

 Roads and parking facilities 

 Electricity will be from the Bitou Municipality, but will be harvested from solar panels on the 
garages with alternate energy sources such as gas also being used. 

 Sewerage will be taken to the existing treatment works at Plettenberg Bay via an existing 
pipeline and pump station 

 Water is from an existing reservoir above the site that serves Keurbooms, 
 
The remaining (portions of Portions 9 and 10) 16.62 ha of the property, located south of the 
development, against the coastline is proposed for a nature reserve and the 1 ha historic farm yard 
and axial connections on Portion 9 will be excluded from the development area. 
 
Due to the requirements of the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) a Notice of Intent to 
Develop (NID) was submitted by Ron Martin in 2010.. Heritage Western Cape (HWC) provided 
comment on 9 November 2011 under registered Case No. X111018JL12; as follow: 
 

 An HIA is required consisting of an assessment of the impact to archaeological resources and 
palaeontological resources as well as the visual impact of the proposed development. 

 This site may require monitoring at a later stage during vegetation clearing. 

 An outline of the walk paths and the limitations experienced by the heritage practitioner must 
be communicated in the submission. 

 
Please note that the walk paths referred to in the HWC comment, relates to the initial proposal that 
included the coastal area. The new application does not propose any development in this area, 
therefore this assessment components does not form part of the brief. 
 
PHS Consulting was appointed to conduct the HIA and the compilation of the integrated set of 
recommendations. The following specialist appointments were made: 
 

 Visual – Megan Anderson Landscape Architects  

 Archaeological - Dr. Peter Nilssen 

 Palaeontological - John Pether, Geological and Palaeontological Consultant 
 
Ken Coetzee completed the assessments of the Botanical and Bio-Physical environment. A 
constraints analysis informed the development layout that includes wetland and indigenous vegetation 
no-go areas. Ecological corridors were identified and incorporated in the scheme. 
 
1.2  Background Description of Proposed Development 
 
Consideration is being given to the development of the northern parts of Portions 9 and 10 of the Farm 
Matjiesfontein No. 304. The development area is approximately 15.8 ha in extent and it is located 3 
km from Keurboomstrand, some 7 km north-east of Plettenberg Bay. 
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The site is located within the Bitou Municipal Area, and flanked by  rural development to the west, a 
dense resort development to the south and progressing residential and resort developments to the 
east and the Keurboomstrand village centre 3 km to the east. The property extends south across the 
R 394 onto the shores of the Indian Ocean and it abuts the old N2 (DR1888) to the north. However, 
this study is mainly concerned with the combined 15.8 ha area of Portion 9 and 10, between the R 394 
and old N2. The remainder will be utilised as a nature reserve.  
 

 
Figure 1:  Locality Plan (Source: AIA, Dr Nilssen , September 2013) 
 
 
 

Plettenberg Bay 

Keurboomstrand 

Approximate development area 
N2 
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Figure 2: Applicable farm portions (Source: TV3) 
 
The concept behind the proposed development is to create a residential development (Fig 2, red area) 
with various recreational amenities, coupled with conserving a large coastal section (Fig 2, green 
area) of the property. The infrastructure development will take place on previously disturbed 
agricultural areas and a landscape plan relate to the restoration the wetland system and indigenous 
forests on the site to its original condition. The ecological and heritage constrains were taken into 
consideration formulating the preferred site development plan. 
 
1.3 Terms of Reference 
 
A Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) of proposed development was requested by Heritage Western 
Cape as part of the Basic Assessment application of the application. The purpose of the HIA is to 
determine the Heritage Impact that the proposed development activities will have on the heritage 
resources present on site and in the area. HWC is a commenting authority in this case scenario. The 
HIA is a statement of significance regarding the heritage of a development area. S38 (3) of the NHRA 
1999, details the basic requirements of an HIA: 
 
S 38(3) the responsible heritage resources authority must specify the information to be provided in a 
report (in this case HWC comments; 1 February 2011) required in terms of subsection (2)(a): provided 
that the following must be included: 
 
(a) The identification and mapping of all heritage resources in the area affected; 
(b) An assessment of the significance of such resources in terms of the heritage assessment criteria 
set out in section 6(2) or prescribed under section 7; 
(c) An assessment of the impact of the development on such heritage resources; 
(d) An evaluation of the impact of the development on heritage resources relative to the sustainable 
social and economic benefits to be derived from the development; 
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(e) The results of consultation with communities affected by the proposed development and other 
interested parties regarding the impact of the development on heritage resources; 
(f) If heritage resources will be adversely affected by the proposed development, the consideration of 
alternatives; and 
(g) Plans for mitigation of any adverse effects during and after the completion of the proposed 
development. 
 
The body of the HIA report include the above, and it addressed the Heritage Western Cape (HWC) 
comments provided on the 9 November 2011 as per summary above.   
 
Based on the comments received, specialist impact studies were completed and the Final HIA with a 
summary of specialist findings and an integrated set of recommendations were done. These 
recommendations took into account the specialist recommendations to provide HWC with a holistic 
approach to the interpretation of the heritage environment. 
 
1.4 Public Participation 
 
Issues raised during the initial public participation process during 2011, which are considered relevant 
to the HIA are listed below. Note: only those issues that have visual, landscape and heritage 
implications are listed: 
 
Table 1. Comments received relating to potential visual, cultural landscape and heritage impacts 
 

NAME COMMENTS RESPONSE 

J. Koch obo The 
Dunes Resort Board 
of Trustees; 
L. & C. Parkman 

Overriding requirement is that any 
development is complimentary to the 
natural beauty of Keurbooms and 
does not compromise its unique 
sense of place. 

Keurbooms Environs Local Area 
Spatial Plan (LASP) identified the area 
for urbanisation. Mature trees are 
maintained as far as possible, heritage 
resources are protected, ecological 
and visual corridors are provided and 
the landscape plan focuses on the 
restoration of the indigenous forest 
and the cultivation of many indigenous 
tree species to mitigate urbanisation   

K. Schurmann 
(KPOA) 

The development will add a visual 
change component. A change that 
would occur due to the proposed 
massed density of the development 
this density would not be in keeping 
with the nature of Keurbooms. 
Particularly taking in to account the 
wholesale development of the Dunes 
on Portion 9 and the proposed use of 
the adjacent Portion 9 on the South 
side of M394 with the added burden 
on Portion 10 will simply turn the total 
area into an urban sensed 
environment. 

Keurbooms Environs Local Area 
Spatial Plan (LASP) identified the area 
for urbanisation. 

M. & G. Edwards 

Please investigate... the impact the 
height of the buildings will have on 
the views some of the residents of 
the Dune Park Sectional Title 
Scheme across the road currently 
enjoy. Also the view visitors and 
tourists will have of the development 
from the roadway. 

The Dune park residents are regarded 
as highly sensitive receptors. 
Screening vegetation area proposed, 
then the anticipated visual  impact will 
be medium to low 

M. & G. Edwards 

At present (barring some areas) the 
view when driving east along the 
MR394 towards Enrico’s, particularly 
on the left-hand side and to a large 
degree on the right hand side, is one 
of open space, greenery, indigenous 
bush, fynbos, etc. giving the area a 

An existing berm along the southern 
boundary of the Lifestyle Village erf, 
adjacent to Keurboomstrand access 
road (MR394), screens the properties 
from this road. This berm concept 
should be retained and landscaped to 
form a naturally shaped mound 
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natural, unspoilt, rural feel. There is 
also a 5 m buffer zone between the 
roadway and boundaries of the 
various properties. Of late a number 
of property owners have built 
permanent structures in this buffer 
zone. One also sees picket fencing, 
palisade fencing, brick walls, wire 
fencing, large bill boards, notices, 
sandwich boards, etc. on the 
roadway. This concerns us. We feel 
first impressions count and the first 
impression tourists and visitors to the 
area get of Keurbooms is when 
driving along this road. We feel that 
multi-storey buildings, brick walls, 
palisade fencing, houses, etc. are 
built too close to the edge of the road 
and this will eventually transform the 
MR394 into a “concrete tunnel.” 
Property owners should be 
encouraged to erect a 5 m green 
buffer zone along the roadway or 
cover their palisade fencing, brick 
walls, picket fencing, wire fencing, 
etc. with indigenous shrubs or plants 
to retain the natural, rural feel of 
Keurbooms. 

planted with indigenous vegetation to 
help screen the development from the 
road. It need not be solid screen, 
partial views of the development would 
be better than a solid ‘wall’ along the 
road. 
A solid visual barrier, such as a berm, 
can be a visual impact, creating a 
tunnel effect for road users therefor it 
is imperative that a professional 
Landscape Architect or technologist 
design this feature. 
 
Boundary treatments must be visually 
permeable, using fencing for the most 
part and walls at entrances only. No 
precast concrete walls. 
 
The building style, materials and 
colour of both the village units and the 
lodge, need to be visually recessive – 
e.g. dark grey, low pitched roofs. 

 
The Draft BAR will be circulated to I&AP’s together with the HIA and specialist studies. 
 
2     PLANNING CONTEXT  
2.1  Project in Context 
 
The application site is situated in the Bitou Municipal area, which is characterised by numerous 
settlements along the coastline. The area is well connected to the neighbouring Western and Eastern 
Cape coastal towns by means of the N2. The entire region is experiencing increasing pressure for 
urban expansion, with several developments occurring in this area over the last few years.  
 
The subject property is well defined by physical and geographic features, thus making these land units 
ideal from a controlled urban expansion point of view. The development site is wedged between the R 
394 and old N2 to the north and south. The southern sections of Portions 9 and 10 that does not form 
part of the development proposal extends to the ocean in the south. The surrounding land use is 
characterised by a mix of uses that relate to low, medium and high density residential and resort 
settlements, with small local tourism nodes servicing these areas. The town of Plettenberg Bay, which 
is located to the south-west of the site, is seen as the major urban and commercial centre which 
services all the other urban settlements in the area. The development effectively forms part of the 
expansion of the Keurboomstrand and Keurbooms River urban area.  
 
The need for the proposed development arises from the property owners aspirations to optimize the 
land use operations of these properties. The landowners recognise the need to retain the forest and 
plantation environment and therefore aim for reasonable development of areas identified as being less 
valuable from an environmental and heritage perspective, whilst appropriately managing and 
rehabilitating the remaining environmentally significant open space areas.  
 
In terms of the Bitou Municipality’s forward planning documents, the site has been identified for future 
urban expansion with certain densities.  The Keurbooms Environs Local Area Spatial Plan (LASP) and 
the Draft Spatial Development Framework (SDF) identified the area for densification and urbanisation. 
 
Vehicular access to the site is currently restricted to an access point from the R 394, Keurboomstrand 
road and the farm access to the farm yard located on Portion 9. The farm access will be closed for 
motor vehicles but it will remain open for pedestrians and cyclists. 
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2.2  Existing and Surrounding Land Use 
 
Portion 9 and 10 of the Farm no. 304 is currently zoned Agriculture I in terms of the Land Use 
Planning Ordinance, No. 15 of 1985 (LUPO), Schedule 7 Scheme Regulations. The site is flanked by 
the residential and resort areas of Keurbooms River and Keurboomstrand. 
 
2.3  Design Concept and Layout 
 
The development will be zoned to Single Residential with Open Space Systems that include a Private 
Nature Reserve along the coastal and sensitive dune areas of the property. Large parts of the subject 
properties have been identified through the analyses that were conducted as part of the Keurbooms 
and Environs Local Area Spatial Plan (LASP) drafting process as a transformed area of less 
environmental sensitivity and has accordingly been earmarked for potential urban development / 
future urban expansion. In addition the particular property abuts or is effectively located opposite the 
existing established urban footprint.  
 
The development proposal is in line with the (LASP) which has been adopted and approved as part of 
the Bitou Municipal IDP in terms of the Municipal Systems Act. The LASP prescribes a residential 
density of ±12 units/ha; the development proposes ±5 units/ha. The density factor is calculated over 
the entire area including the nature reserve area along the coastline. It is used as “off-set” against the 
unit density. 
 
2.4  Cadastral Information and Extent 
 
The proposed development area is 15.8 ha in total extent. The extent of each farm comprising the 
proposed development is: 
 
Portion 9 of the Farm 304  19. 5689 ha 
Portion 10 of the Farm 304  21. 9347 ha 
 
The current zoning of all these properties is Agricultural Zone I. Only 15.8 ha of the total will be 
developed including a 1 ha exclusion zone to accommodate the established farm yard area. The 
remainder will be zoned to Open Space to be utilised as a Private Nature Reserve. 
 
2.5  Planning Policies 
2.5.1  Bitou Draft Municipal Spatial Development Framework 
 
From the above figure and Draft SDF it is clear that the development area blocked in red, consists of 
steep slopes in the north and it abuts an area (scenic route) with important views. Further to this the 
development site is not in conflict with the rural and coastal setback lines or intensive agricultural land.  
 
Proposals (figure 4) for the area as per Draft SDF: 
 

 Road to Keurboomsstrand and the old N2, needs to be declared as scenic routes 

 Views and scenic qualities of these roads need to be protected from inappropriate 
developments 

 Floodplain to be kept free of urban development 

 Opportunities exist against the northern fringes where the floodplain meets the hillside 

 Development could be allowed against the lower slopes to take advantage of the views  

 Development in these areas subject to strict urban design, land use and architectural 
guidelines 
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Figure 3: Keurbooms Analysis as per Draft SDF 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Keurboomsriver draft SDF proposals 
 
PHS conclusion from Draft SDF: The development site proposed for development should be outside 
the floodplains (wetland area) and steep slopes. The delineation and identification should be provided 
as part of the bio-physical constraint analysis and specialist studies. This was done and the SDP were 
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aligned accordingly. The scenic routes R 394 and old N2 should also be buffered from development 
encroachment and appropriate setback and architectural styles should be adopted.  
 
2.5.2 Keurbooms Environs Local Area Spatial Plan 
 
The development proposal is in line with the LASP which has been adopted and approved as part of 
the Bitou Municipal IDP in terms of the Municipal Systems Act. The LASP prescribes a residential 
density of ±12 units/ha; the development proposes ±5 units/ha. 
 
The LASP study illustrates in Figure 5 below how the Keurbooms River constraints were taken into 
consideration while determining the developable nodes and areas: 
 

- Flood lines & wetlands 
- Coastal setbacks 
- No development areas 
- Ecological corridors 
- Conservation areas 

 
 
 

 

 
 Figure 5: LASP 
 
 PHS Conclusion on LAPS: The applicable site is highlighted in red in figure 5. Areas 6 and 7 on the 

plan are proposed as development footprints. The area south against the coastline and in the 
floodplain will become a Private Nature Reserve. The proposal conforms to the LASP proposals and 
constraints and corridors. 
 
3.  HERITAGE RESOURCE ANALYSIS  
 
Background History of the Area and Site 
 
The Keurbooms River  situated about 8 kilometres east of Plettenberg Bay is named after the Western 
Keurboom  (Virgilia oroboides) which flowers twice a year during August and September and the again 
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in December and January. Over the early years of the existence of the Cape Colony and its expansion 
along the southern coastline eastwards the Keurbooms River formed a natural barrier between east 
and west. In 1763 the first white settlers in the Bay were stock farmers, hunters and frontiersmen from 
the Western Cape. But before this, Portuguese explorers from the Silo Goncalo were ship-wrecked 
nearby Keurboomsstrand in 1630 for eight months which was according to historians the first 
European settlement in South Africa. 
 
The Swede, Carl Peter Thunberg, was the first to document valuable observations on the bay and 
Robberg and the Governor of the Cape, Baron Joachim van Plettenberg, renamed the town to the 
south west of the Keurbooms River, Plettenberg Bay in 1779. In 1910 a Captain Sinclair set up the 
whaling station on Beacon Island to harvest the placid Southern Right whales but this ceased in 1916. 
(Web: Plettenberg Bay and Surrounds). 
 
Until the 1880s, the Keurbooms River was a difficult boundary between the Western and Eastern 
Cape, and two enterprising brothers - the Stanley’s - started a horse-drawn ferry crossing to cater for 
travellers along the coast. Although successful, a road bridge was desirable, and a road was built - at 
some substantial cost and with many engineering difficulties along the impossibly steep riverbank. 
Sadly, the riverbed was unsuitable for the foundations for a bridge, and all that road-building effort and 
cost was wasted, the road now simply forms a nice walk along and above the river until it comes to an 
abrupt end. At least the Stanley brothers are remembered, as the island in the estuary is named after 
them, it is the only privately owned island in South Africa. The brothers used the island to graze cattle 
on during the summer months, walking them across during low tide. 
 

Photo 1: The old Keurbooms River bridge (Source Google) 
 
By 1920 the popularity of Plettenberg Bay as holiday destination had shown a marked rise and it was 
beginning to seem sound economic policy, as well as a mere convenience, to make communication by 
road easier. In September 1927 a new low-level bridge over the Keurbooms River were opened, that 
made the area more accessible. (Portrait of Plettenberg Bay: Patricia Storrar 1978). 
 
But the bridge was destroyed by floods just a few years later in 1931. After this the development of 
Plettenberg Bay as a holiday destination progressed and various new plots were subdivided. Up until 
this the areas character related to primarily rural agriculture and trade. 
 
Keurboomstrand villages dates back to 1927 when a township plan consisting of 127 allotments on the 
farm Matjiesriver was drawn up in favour of Hendrik Petrus Read. The sale of individual plots 
commenced in 1929. Since then Keurboomstrand evolved as a holiday village and further subdivisions 
took place in and around the village.  
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The history of the site and specifically the Keurbooms River node, primary relates to agriculture and 
limited amenities like a shop, post office and hotel. The site originally formed part of the indigenous 
forest belt of the area with an adjacent wetland system that was linked to the Keurbooms River. The 
sites cultural landscape context therefore relate to the natural environment before it was cultivated for 
agricultural purposes.  
 
The earliest surveyor diagram available relates to 1818. On this diagram (fig. 6) the area proposed for 
development is indicated to be grazing land. The surveyed diagram indicates that the Farm Matjes 
Fontein no. 304 was 666 morgens and the “Loanplace” of Martinus Jacobus Jarling in the early 
1800’s. Further research indicates that farmland in the area were subdivided throughout the 1800’s 
and especially in the 1930’s when the bridge created a reliable link between west and east. Portion 9 
and Portion 10 of Farm 304 were only subdivided in the 1960’s, when agriculture diminished. 
 
Since early 1800’s deforestation took place for both usable timber and agriculture. Agriculture primarily 
related to grazing and subsistence farming until markets was established in the early 1900’s. Of the 
original forests that once grew between George and Port Elizabeth only 1% or 50000 hectares are left 
due to the timber industry and development. A sad tale of destruction caused by the colonists of South 
Africa as they raped the beauty and natural resources for personal gain. Today most of these forests 
are protected and it’s a major feature of the Garden Route. 
 
The subject Matjes Fontein Farm area being located on the eastern bank of the Keurbooms River 
crossing, developed with basic amenities for travellers and wider afield farmers. A Hotel was built in 
the proximity of the spring indicated on Figure 6 diagram. The small block indicated was probably the 
original farm house node that evolved into a hotel. 
 
With reference to figures 7 to 11, a Post Office and shop were also built on the farm to facilitate 
provisions and post, due to the sometimes unpredictability of the river crossing. The old road leading 
to Port Elizabeth went past these amenities. The exact dates when these buildings were erected could 
not be determined but considering building from and style and natural progression in the area it should 
have been between 1870 and 1890’s.  
 
The old farm house core and outbuildings located on Portion 9 of the Farm no. 304 was also 
developed during this era. The Hotel, Post Office, Shop and subject Farm Yard is depicted on the 
1936 aerial photos in Figure 7 below. 
 
A 1 ha farm yard area on Portion 9 of Farm 304, was excluded from the development footprint 
to avoid any heritage impacts. Verbal communication with the current tenant resulted in information 
that stated the farmhouse was built in the 1830’s. We could not establish whether this house was the 
original farm house on the farm Matjes Fontein. The SG Diagram in Figure 6 indicates a building to the 
south of the spring. This was probably the farm house. The spring is in the area where the hotel (H) is 
located, therefore we assume that the original farmhouse of Matjes Fontein was either the hotel 
building or in close proximity to it. Therefore our assumption is that the farmhouse and outbuildings on 
Portion 9 was built later during the same period as the shop and post office between 1870 and the 
1890’s. 
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Figure 6: SG Diagram 1818 
 
 
 
The aerial photo of 1936 depicts the early development in the area. This node formed part of what’s 
known as Keurbooms River today. 
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Figure 7: 1936 Photo of area.  
 

- Green, original farm in the area and old hotel 
- Blue, old shop and Post Office 
- Red, Subject Farm Yard 
- Yellow arrow, old labourer dwellings (not present anymore) along old road 

 
Figure 8 below is a topographical map of the area in 1960. This follows the subdivision of the Portions 
9 and 10 of the Farm no. 304 and an era of growth and prosperity. The farm yard on Portion 9 is 
highlighted in red. Note the large number of dwellings pointed out by the black arrow. These are 
believed to be labourer’s dwellings that’s not present anymore. These dwellings are also present on 
the 1936 photo (yellow arrow). The arrow also depicts the old road to Keurboomstrand. Most 
agricultural related infrastructure developed along this old route for accessibility reasons. Realignment 
of the Keurboomstrand road took place to accommodate the growth of the coastal village.  Before and 
during this period Dennis Steal farmed with sweet potato’s on the subject site (note vast ploughed filed 
on the 1936 photo). What history does reveal is that the Matjes Fontein Farm (Matjiesfontein) now 
Keurbooms River developed as the main agricultural and trading node on the east bank of the 
Keurbooms River.  
 

Farm House and 
doctors rooms 
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Figure 8: 1966 
 

 Red circle = Subject farm yard on application area 

 Blue circle = Keurbooms River node (post office, shop etc.) 

 Green circle = Original farm yard of the Matjes Fontein Farm 
 
 

 
Figure 9: 1977 
 
Between 1966 and 1977, rapid tourism development took place in the form of caravan parks and 
holiday dwellings on the coastline. The old road closed completely and was not used as a through 
road anymore. Labour dwelling infrastructure was broken down as the agricultural functions changed. 
Further subdivisions took place and the agricultural node changed to a tourism node with 
infrastructure converted to farm stalls, restaurants, pub etc. Figure 9 above illustrates the new road 
network that was developed. The N2 was rerouted and the entrance to Keurboomstrand was moved 
towards the west. These actions changed the dynamics of the historic Keurbooms River agricultural 
node forever. 
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Figure 10: 1998 
 
The landscaped on Portion 9 and 10, changed from numerous agricultural buildings to only the main 
house on Portion 9 with some related outbuildings that includes the old doctor rooms for the 
Keurbooms area. The old road to Keurboonsstrand now stops at the farm yard (figure 11) and the 
area became overgrown with alien vegetation and indigenous forest. The evolution of the agricultural 
industry and the associated infrastructure is long lost and not present anymore. Evidence of human 
habitation on the stone retained terraced areas and the old road is still visible in the areas cleared 
from alien vegetation.  
 

 
Figure 10: 2006 
 
The surrounding area also has a rich archaeological history, amongst it the Matjies River 
Archaeological Site and the Matjies River Rock Shelter east of Keurboomstrand. This was inhabited 
by middle stone age man (millions of years ago) for over 100 000 years with the Khoisans leaving a 
legacy of tools and ornaments. The Matjies River Rock Shelter  is 4 km east of the development site 
and it contains artefacts from the Bushmen dating back to the Neolithic period 11,000 years ago. The 
shell middens at the site is one of the largest in the world being 10 metres high, 15 metres wide and 
30 metres long, but have been degraded. 
 
In general the heritage resources on the site above relate to the farm yard and the immediate node on 
the west, that comprises of the post office and old shop that is currently a pub and restaurant. 

Development 
Site 

Farm 
yard 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Matjies_River_Rock_Shelter&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bushmen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neolithic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middens
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Because of this tangible heritage resource, the 1 ha historic farmyard was removed from the 
development area.   
 
It needs to be noted that the historic farmhouse and old doctors rooms was converted to date and that 
only some of the historic fabric is recognisable. However the proposal does not propose any changes 
to the farm house or yard other than the urbanisation of the remainder. 
 
3.1.  Visual Resources and Constraints  
 
(Source: Megan Anderson Landscape Architect (MALA) Visual Impact Assessment Study, October  
2013). Find VIA attached under Appendix 2. 
 
The study area is the area from which the site (with proposed development) would theoretically be 
visible as determined by topography. The study area is found in the Garden Route, a coastal area 
which attracts numerous holiday makers and tourists because of its scenery and unique settlements. 
The site falls within a relatively narrow strip of land (500 – 600 meters wide) referred to as a ’Coastal 
Corridor’, between the sea and the hinterland. 
 
Five landscape types are found in the study area: 
 

 The sandy beach 

 The vegetated coastal dunes 

 The dune slack area 

 The river valley and estuary 

 The vegetated foothill – conglomerate of sandstone, sillstone and clay 
 
The Landscape Character of the study area is predominantly coastal with areas of natural elements 
such as naturally vegetated dunes, wetlands and forests) as well as transformed areas where 
settlement and farming/disturbance has occurred. 
 
The proposed Natures Path Lifestyle Village is found in a part of the dune slack area which has been 
predominantly transformed. The scenic resources of the area can be described as MODERATE TO 
HIGH 
 
The geographical area from which the project will theoretically be visible, known as the view 
catchment area, is dictated primarily by topography. The view catchment of the site is defined by 
ridgelines which surround the lower Keurbooms and Bietou River valleys. The distance of the view 
catchment from the site varies between 5kms in the east, 2kms in the north, 5kms in the north west 
and 9kms in the southwest. 
 
Local features such as vegetation and landforms will reduce the extent of the area from which the 
proposed Lifestyle Village will be seen to an area known as the Zone of Visual Influence (ZVI) of the 
site. The ZVI can be further subdivided according to distance radii from the site i.e. the fore-, middle- 
and background. These distances are utilized to measure the quantitative and qualitative visual impact 
of the proposal. The foreground occurs within the 1km radius and results in the highest visual impact 
relative to that perceived from the middle-ground, background and further afield. The middle-ground 
occurs within the 6.5km radius where shapes, patterns, textures and colours are still perceptible. 
Beyond the 6.5km radius is the background zone where only landforms are perceptible. 
 
The Lifestyle Village will be seen from a very limited area of the surrounding area. In the north it is 
limited to 200 meters by the foothills, while to the south it will be limited by the coastal dunes some 
200 meters away. To the east vegetation and slightly undulating topography reduces visibility to 
approximately 500 meters. Similarly, to the west, visibility is approximately 500 meters away. The 
Lifestyle Village will not be seen from the current N2, nor Plettenberg Bay and Keurboomstrand but 
will be seen from the road to Keurboomstrand (MR394). The Lifestyle Village will also not be seen 
from the beach. 
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Figure 11: Zone of Visual Influence  
 
The receptors, who will probably see some parts of the proposed development, occurring within the 
ZVI are:  
 
Highly sensitive receptors: 

 Residents of properties to the east and west as well as the Dune Park Resort settlement 
immediately south; 

 Users of the Keurboomstrand access road (MR394) and old N2 (MR1888) road for 
approximately 1 km thereof; 

 
The receptors within the ZVI are therefore rated as HIGHLY sensitive. 
 
Important View Corridors include, the Keurboomstrand access road (MR394) and the old N2 
(MR1888) road adjacent to the site, south and north of the site respectively, are important view 
corridors from where the proposed lifestyle development will be seen. The sections of both roads from 
which the proposed development will be visible are limited to between 500m and 1km sections of 
road. 
 
 

 
Figure 12: Receptors within View Corridor 
 
The site of the proposed Lifestyle Village is between the 4m and 30m contours. To the north, the hills 
rise up to the 90m contour, to the south the dunes reach heights of between 30m - 45m contours. The 
elevation of the proposed development results in the site having a moderate to low visual sensitivity. 
 
The site of the proposed Lifestyle Village is in a dune slack valley, i.e. a low lying area behind coastal 
dunes which generally has gentle gradients. The visual sensitivity of the site as a result of this visually 
enclosed, low lying area is therefore low. 
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For the purposes of this visual report, vegetation is evaluated in terms of its ability to screen 
development, and not in terms of its botanical value. The botanical value of vegetation may be of 
importance to this visual report when evaluating special features below. The vegetation on the site of 
the proposed Lifestyle Village is a mix of clumps of large indigenous trees (1 x coral and 3 x 
milkwoods), alien trees (Acacia and Eucalyptus spp.), exotic trees (oak trees), indigenous shrubs and 
low grasses/lawn. The alien trees will be removed for the development leaving the oak, coral and 
milkwood trees which are too few to provide screening to the development. Visual screening by 
vegetation will be low to moderate, therefore the sensitivity of the site as a result of vegetation 
screening will be moderate to high. 
 
The coastal nature of the landuse, low density residential development with high density resort 
development, results in the visual sensitivity being moderate to high. The beach, dunes, natural 
vegetation and in particular the Milkwood trees, are special features appreciated for their scenic, 
recreation and ecological attributes. Therefore the visual sensitivity of the site will be moderate to high 
as a result of the special features. 
 
The Lifestyle Village site’s overall visual sensitivity is rated to be MODERATE. 
 
The visually absorbing topographical features in the landscape are the hills and dunes, which provide 
screening of the Lifestyle Village from the beach and sea (south) and N2 inland (north). The 
vegetation in the area is mixed low growing grasses, tall shrubs and large trees. The former does not 
provide significant screening but the larger shrubs and larger alien and exotic trees (those not 
removed i.e. on adjacent plots) will provide some screening particularly to the east and west. 
 
The capacity of the landscape to absorb change also depends on its sensitivity. The partly 
transformed natural coastal environment in which the Lifestyle Village is situated, contributes to the 
capacity of the landscape to absorb the proposed village development as medium. 
 
The VAC of the site to the proposed Lifestyle Village development is moderate, i.e. there will be partial 
screening by topography and vegetation. 
 
The proposed development will result in a moderate visual intrusion as the site is currently disturbed, 
there is adjacent similar density development. The proposed Lifestyle Village will partially fit into the 
surrounds but will be clearly noticeable. 
 
The visual intrusion is moderate, the proposed development partially fits into the surroundings but will 
be clearly noticeable. 
 
3.2.  Archaeological Resources and Constraints 
 
(Source: Dr. Peter Nilssen, September 2013; Appendix 3) 
 
The surroundings of Plettenberg Bay has a rich Stone Age archaeological record, where cave and 
open sites as well as shell middens with Middle Stone Age (MSA) and Later Stone Age (LSA) deposits 
are particularly common on and around the Robberg Peninsula (Kaplan 1993).  While archaeological 
remains of the Early Stone Age, MSA and LSA periods have been recorded in the surroundings of the 
current study area (e.g., Deacon 2001, Kaplan 1999 & 2001, Nilssen 2012 and Webley 2001), the 
closest and most significant heritage site is the Provincial Heritage Site of Matjes River Cave, 
Keurboomstrand, Knysna District, which is situated some 4 km to the east.  Matjes River Cave 
contains one of the deepest LSA shell middens of some 10 m thick that resulted from human 
occupation of the site over the last 12 000 years. The site contains abundant cultural remains that 
include a painted burial stone, bone tools, shell pendants and ostrich egg shell beads (Webley 2001).   
 
A previous study of Portion 10 of the farm Matjiesfontein No. 304 identified ephemeral shell scatters, a 
few pieces of ostrich egg shell and two stone flakes in exposed surfaces on the north facing slope of a 
barrier dune to the south of the road that transects the property (Kaplan 2001).  These finds were 
considered to be of low significance.  No archaeological remains were identified to the north of the 
road that transects the property, though this area was noted to be densely vegetated and degraded.   
 
A large, stratified shell midden was recorded at The Dunes Resort which lies south of the road that 
transects Portion 9 of the farm Matjiesfontein No. 304 (Yates 2006;).  Although shell midden deposits 
were evident in mole heaps, the stratified midden deposit was only exposed during vegetation clearing 
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and earthmoving activities associated with construction.  This LSA shell midden contains mammal and 
fish bone, ostrich egg shell, hammer stones and large quartzite flakes and was considered to be of 
local and regional significance (Yates 2006). 
 
Fieldwork for the AIA presented here was conducted on 19 August 2013 when a distance of about 4.5 
km was walked across the property covering an area of about 3 ha.  Due to much impenetrable 
vegetation and very poor archaeological visibility, a thorough AIA was not possible.  At present it is 
impossible to establish whether or not any significant cultural remains occur in the study area, and 
therefore, recommendations are made below in an attempt to remedy this situation.  Nevertheless, a 
few observations pertaining to the prehistoric and historic periods were made.  
 
Graves are indicated on and to the east of the eastern boundary of Portion 10 in the development 
layout plan, but unfortunately these were not seen during fieldwork.  The graves were identified by the 
land surveyor, Mr John Bailey, and according to Ms Nieuwoudt and Mr Marthinus Saunderson (who is 
managing the project on behalf of the property owners) they are unmarked and are situated outside 
and immediately east of the Portion 10 boundary.  That is to say, the graves are situated on Portion 11 
of the Farm Matjiesfontein 304.  Graves and burials are protected by the NHRA (Act 25 of 1999) as 
well as the Human Tissues Act (Act 65 of 1983 and amended 2003).  Although they are located on the 
adjacent property and the proposed development will not have a direct impact on them, it is 
recommended that a boundary fence should be installed along the eastern boundary of Portion 10 
prior to the construction phase to ensure that the graves are not disturbed or damaged.  Further 
information regarding these graves may be exposed by the generalist heritage practitioner through an 
archival or deeds search though this is not included in the scope of work requested by HWC. This HIA 
did assess the graves and made recommendations later in the document.  
 
Two isolated quartzite flakes of Stone Age origin were identified on partially exposed surfaces in the 
wooded parts of the study area at waypoints 9 and 11. While neither can be attributed to a specific 
age, the former appears more likely to be of MSA origin as it is partially weathered and patinated or 
cortified.  Both pieces were found among cobbles - and one retains cobble cortex - of aquatic origin, 
possibly gravels derived from Enon conglomerate or a similar geological member.  It is possible that 
these quartzite rich gravels were a source of raw materials for manufacturing stone tools and thus 
functioned as Stone Age quarry sites.   
 
Significance:  Because these specimens occur in isolation and lack context, they are presently 
considered to be of low significance.  Nevertheless, their presence suggests that more materials may 
be obscured by surface sediments, vegetation cover and forest litter.  An adequate assessment of the 
archaeological sensitivity of these localities can only be made when and if this area is cleared of 
vegetation and surface sediments.  The area around waypoint 11 will not be impacted by 
development, but that around waypoint 9 will.  It is recommended, therefore, that the locality around 
waypoint 9 should be monitored by a professional archaeologist during vegetation clearing and 
earthmoving activities associated with the proposed development. 
 
What appears to be a retaining wall of historic age that was used for either a terrace or platform was 
recorded at waypoint 15. Due to thick vegetation and potentially obscuring sediments it was difficult to 
determine the length of the walling though the visible portions are some 10 to 15 meters in length.  
The wall is made of large, rounded rocks that are almost certainly derived from the nearby source 
upslope, which in turn stems from an eroding Enon or similar conglomerate.  While no structural 
remains or ruins were seen on the level platform or terrace, a few old glass bottles were seen.  
Whether or not these are associated with the retaining wall is uncertain. 
 
Significance:  Although this retaining wall is considered to be of low significance, it remains to be 
seen whether or not it is associated with any early structures on the property.  It is recommended that 
the generalist heritage practitioner, through an archival and deeds search, establishes whether or not 
any early historic structures are indicated at this locality.  If such early structures were present, then 
they may be associated with the graves on the adjacent property, Portion 11, as referred to above. 
This HIA did assess the graves and made recommendations later in the document. 
 
A second feature of likely historic or more recent age was identified at waypoint 16 . This is a levelled 
linear strip running roughly between waypoints 16 and 18 though it almost certainly extends further to 
the east.  As is indicated with red in Plate 3 (16), the levelled strip is raised along its southern edge to 
compensate for the gentle down slope to the south.  There is no evidence for a retaining wall and it is 
suggested that this is part of an old, though not necessarily historic, road. 
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Significance:  At present this potential road is considered to be of low significance, but it is 
recommended that the generalist heritage practitioner establishes whether or not this is a historic road 
through an archival and deeds search. This HIA did assess the graves and made recommendations 
later in the document. 
 
The existing main dwelling and outbuildings on part of Portion 9 do not appear to be of heritage value.  
Although it is not included in the scope of work required by HWC, the broader HIA may include a more 
detailed investigation into the built environment and history of the affected properties, including the 
structural remains, and may make recommendations according to the assessment of their 
significance. This HIA did assess the graves and made recommendations later in the document. 
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Figure 13. Enlarged area from Figure 1 showing property outline (red), survey walk tracks (white lines), archaeological occurrences and photo localities 
(labelled yellow markers) (see Plates 1 through 3 in the attached AIA).
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3.3.  Palaeontological Resources and Constraints 
 
 (John Pether, Geological and  Palaeontological Consultant; March 2011 Appendix 4) 
 
The main development proposed is situated at the foot of the dissected edge of the “Coastal Platform” 
that forms the higher, older part of the coastal plain. This high “Coastal Platform” is considered to be 
the coastal manifestation of the old “African Surface”, formed sometime after the break-up of the 
Gondwana supercontinent as Africa adjusted to its new margin seaboard, but now lifted up to its 
present altitude of between ~200-260 m asl. (Marker & Holmes, 2002). The “Coastal Platform” in this 
region is cut across Table Mountain Group (TMG) sandstones (quartzites) and shales, deposited 
470-400 Ma (Ordovician and Silurian periods). 
 
A prominent aspect of the region are deposits that relate to the breakup of the supercontinent 
Gondwana during late Jurassic to early Cretaceous time, between about 155 Ma and 134 Ma. The 
breakup landscape was rugged, with high areas forming long capes (horsts) between downfaulted 
segments (grabens), steep-sided basins into which deposition was erosional debris deposited as 
talus, forming the coarse, conglomeratic Enon Formation.  
 
The area under consideration has a concave slope that is the south flank of a ridge comprised of the 
Enon Formation. On the lower slopes of the area the Enon conglomerates are covered by younger 
deposits a unit described as “marine and estuarine terrace gravel and sand, partly calcareous”. These 
deposits were laid down during the Quaternary Period at times when sea level was higher relative to 
the present level.  
 
Before the Quaternary, sea level was much higher at times during the Miocene and Pliocene. In the 
Knysna region, Marker (1987) has recorded marine benches below the Coastal Platform, eroded at 
120-140, 90, 60 and 30 m asl. This is in broad accord with the general sea level history preserved as 
actual marine formations elsewhere on the coast (e.g. De Hoopvlei and Alexandria formations). 
However, these older, fossiliferous marine formations are not preserved or are very cryptic in the 
Plettenberg area, have seemingly been eroded away and likely were not originally very extensive 
against the edge of the high Coastal Platform. 
 
“Raised beach” deposits of Quaternary age are found below ~15 m asl around the coast of southern 
Africa. These deposits are expected under some thickness of windblown coversand. Beach deposits 
are expected up to +15 m asl. under the inner, landward portion. The outer portion is expected to be 
underlain by ~125 ka (thousand years ago) beach deposits of the Last Interglacial (LIG). These 
deposits are found up to ~+8 m asl. During the recent past, only 7-4 (7-4 ka BP (early to mid-
Holocene), sea level was again higher than present by 2-3 m. This is the mid-Holocene highstand, 
now well documented at numerous continental-margin and island sites worldwide. 
 
To the west, Malan has called similar deposits the Klein Brak Fm. (Malan & Viljoen, 1990, Malan, 
1991). The Klein Brak Formation includes beach, estuarine/lagoonal and paralic vlei deposits. The 
latter reflect high water tables associated with nearby high sea level. A distinct fossil shell fauna is 
expected in the beach terrace deposits, viz. the “Swartkops Fauna”, which comprises tropical species 
of both West African and Indo-Pacific origin that no longer occur along the coast today, as well as a 
number of extinct species. The cover of aeolian sands is thickest at the coast where a dune cordon 
parallels the shore. A small vlei is present at the foot of the slope of the main site. 
 
Expected Resources: 
 
On the steep upper slope, cutbacks will have to be made into the Enon Formation for levelling of sites 
and for roads. Fossils are very scarce in the Enon Formation; transported bone fragments, isolated 
teeth and lignified wood have been found. There is a low probability of fossils being found on the 
steeper slopes of the property underlain by the Enon Formation. 
 
The bulk earth works for the proposed development are those associated with residential 
infrastructure, i.e. trenches for water supply, cabling and sewerage. These relatively shallow 
excavations are not expected to significantly expose underlying marine deposits. However, the 
thickness of the aeolian sand and sandy-soil cover is not known by the writer. It is probable that in 
places the “marine and estuarine terrace gravel and sand “ is exposed or under thin cover, since such 
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material has been mapped as the local surface unit, rather than an aeolian unit. Deeper excavations 
(e.g. >1 m) could penetrate to the fossiliferous beds. 
 
A storm water drainage system will be installed, discharging into the local wetland on the lower slope. 
Conceivably, this may involve deeper excavations in places. The vlei/wetland may have fluctuated in 
size in the past and vlei/marsh deposits will be encountered. As local sources of water, vleis attract the 
larger herbivores from the surrounding area, their predators and scavengers and thus become a spot 
where fossils occur.  There is the fossil record of the pond/vlei life itself, like the frogs, aquatic snails 
and small fish, as well as environmentally sensitive microfossils such as ostracods (microscopic 
crustaceans with often very specific requirements). Ancient ponds and vleis, as natural traps of 
windborne material, also provide a glimpse of the greater, surrounding vegetation, in the form of pollen 
capsules from near and far, and windborne charcoal fragments from fires, usually of fairly close origin. 
At the coast, bulk earthworks for the “luxury coastal unit” situated on the dune cordon are not expected 
to reach the underlying marine deposits, but could also uncover terrestrial fossils and archaeological 
material in the Aeolian sands. 
 
Significance: 
 
The general significances of coastal-plain fossils involves: 

 The history of coastal-plain evolution. 

 The history of past climatic changes, past biota and environments. 

 Associations of fossils with buried archaeological material and human prehistory. 

 For radiometric and other dating techniques (rates of coastal change). 

 Preservation of materials for the application of yet unforeseen investigative techniques. 
 
The developments have potential as a record of higher sea-levels during the Quaternary Period. The 
Keurbooms estuary and its barrier-beach and tidalinlet system is one of the most studied of such 
systems on the South Africa coast (Rust & Reddering, 1985). The historical changes to the system 
during the last ~100 years are approximately known, but its earlier history, preserved in the deposits 
around the margins and nearby coast, is not well studied. The small wetland may preserve a 
palaeoenvironmental record of changes since prehistoric times. 
 
3.4.  Historic Resources and Constraints  
 
It is clear from the background history of the area and site, that the farmhouse, immediate outbuildings 
and the old doctor rooms 40 meter south of the house, formed part of the evolution of the Keurbooms 
River agricultural settlement since the late 1800’s. The tangible heritage resource on the application 
area that relates to the: 
 

 Farmhouse and immediate outbuildings (Grade 3 C recommended) 

 The doctors rooms 40 meter south of the house (Grade 3 C recommended) 

 Old access road and mature tree surrounds. 

 Terraced area along old road with possible grave sites  
 
History and on site assessment confirmed that the old road to Keurboomstrand was aligned right past 
the subject farm yard. This road also connected most of the early Keurbooms River settlement 
infrastructure. 
 
When the old road closed in the late 1960’s coupled with the changing landscape from agriculture to 
tourism development the farm yards public connectivity with is historic links disappeared. The road 
became private and the farm yard was isolated and located at a dead-end. All the other farm buildings 
along the old road were labour related dwellings (removed during the 1980’s and 1990’s), with only 
some stone terraced areas north of the old road still visible. 
 
The buildings on the yard have been altered over the years and no formal heritage protection is in 
place on the property; however the core of the structures and trees on the 1 ha exclusion area is older 
than 60 year. The linear labourer cottages south of the main house is more recent structures that is 
not older than 60 years.  It is also clear that this house and outbuildings has been subject to continued 
alterations through the years with limited recognisable historic fabric.  
 
The proposed development does not intend to impact on this farm yard because it is located in the no 
development zone that entails a 1 ha area. This 1 ha include most of the mature trees, the farm house 
and immediate outbuildings. The doctor room are separated from the farm yard by means of the old 
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road and it does not form part of the 1 ha area. However it is included as part of the open space 
system and located inside an open visual corridor connecting with the werf. It is therefore visually 
connected to the other heritage resources. 
 

 
Photo 2: Farmhouse on Portion 9. Note the alterations on structure. 
 

 
 
Photo 3: Farm yard outbuildings, south of the main house, unit with black roof believed to be 
the old doctor’s rooms in Keurbooms River. Other structures were labourers accommodation. 
Only the doctors room (encircled) are conservation worthy, the labour houses and charges are 
not older than 60 years. The doctors room and mature tree was included in the open space 
corridor. 
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Photo 4: Farm yard in its current context with mature trees in the background 
 
 

 
Photo 5: Old road that was cut open by woodcutters 
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Photo 6: Terraced stone area 
 

 
Photo 7: Wetland area 
 
 
The site is located in the garden route that is known for its forest and tree environment. Except for the 
mature blue gum trees and coral tree on the 1 ha farm yard, mature pines exist on site, including 
pockets of remnant forest patches. Selected mature trees and indigenous forest patches need to be 
maintained as a feature of the site and the area.  
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Significance summary of tangible heritage resources are as follows: 
 

 1 ha Farm yard that include the farm house, immediate outbuildings and mature trees on site 
and along the old road. The significance is high in terms of the Keurbooms River context and 
cultural landscape. The house and yard should be awarded a Grade 3C 
 

 The doctors room 40 meter south of farm yard. The significance is high in terms of the 
Keurbooms River context and cultural landscape. The doctors rooms should also be awarded 
a Grade 3C. 

 

 Old Keurboomstrand access road. Note that this road was closed in the 1960’s and it currently 
stops at the farm yard, the closed road is a levelled area that will be accessible when alien 
vegetation is removed. The old road provided access and mobility; therefore settlement took 
place all along it. It can’t be confirmed if this old road alignment is the original wagon route. 
The road has been closed since the late 1960’s, it does not service any conserved heritage 
sites other than the identified farm yard. It is private and not used or known by the public, 
therefore its significance is medium because of the historic connection it provide between the 
farm yard and the post office node. 

 

 The type of settlement east of the yard and to the north of the road related to labourers 
accommodation that was very simple and sometimes temporary. The exact date when these 
were built is unsure but it is highly likely that it was developed when the agricultural node 
progressed rapidly in the early 1900’s. The evolution of this is clear in figure 6 to 11. Local and 
removable materials were probably used to construct these structures. This explains why ruins 
aren’t easily spotted. The terraced areas, although overgrown, were maintained due to the 
retaining walls that are still visible. These structures only exist on a map with limited 
recognised value, although the terraced areas are evidence of their existence. It’s tied to the 
road therefore its significance is moderate to low.  

 

 The habitation of the area resulted in burial grounds and graves. These graves were spotted 
on the neighbouring Portion 11 of Farm 304, but it location couldn’t be verified. It is possible 
that graves exist along the old road on the proposed development area as well, but due to the 
dense vegetation it was not possible to identify any. Graves in general are significant and 
these relate to the labourers history on the farm and in the area. The significance is rated to 
be moderate to high. 

 

 Mature trees on site relate to the garden route context that is an important feature of the South 
African coastline. Although alien, the selected trees on site are regarded as highly significant. 

 
 
3.5  Heritage Constraints Summary 
 
Large parts of the study area are disturbed by recent human activities and dense, often impenetrable 
vegetation as well as thick grass cover over much of the area was a severe limitation to the 
assessment of archaeological and palaeontological resources . 
 
The tangible heritage resources relate to the historic farm yard (1 ha node), doctors room, mature 
trees on site, old road, proximity of old labour dwellings on the terraced areas north of the old road and 
the graves on the neighbouring property.  
 
A substantial Later Stone Age shell midden is located about 100 m south of the affected property, and 
therefore, it cannot be ruled out that similar archaeological resources lie beneath vegetation in the 
study area.  The archaeological material documented on site relates to isolated quartzite flakes of 
Stone Age origin with low significance. The palaeontological resources will only be visible if uncovered 
during construction. However these resources are most likely to occur within the small wetland that 
may preserve a palaeoenvironmental record of changes since prehistoric times. The visual constraints 
relate to maintaining the scenic route corridors of the old N2 and the road to Keurboomsstrand and 
adopting green corridors through the site to limit urbanisation intruding in the cultural landscape.  
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Figure 14 below depicts all the relevant heritage resources, except for the identified mature trees: 
 

 Green dotted lines = scenic routes 

 Blocked numbers = archaeological waypoints 

 Red block = farm yard 

 Yellow circle = doctors room 

 Orange line = old road 

 Doted dark blue oval = terraced retrained area, old dwellings and possible grave sites 

 Solid light blue oval = wetland palaeoenvironmental 
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Figure 14: Heritage Constraints 
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4. BIOPHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS ANALYSIS  
 
A bio-physical assessments were undertaken in order to gather biophysical information pertaining to 
the proposed development area and surrounds. Below is a summary of the assessments completed. 
These constraints were placed on a combined constraints map that guided the development of the 
preferred layout.  
 
 

 
Figure 15: Sensitivity analysis 
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Figure 16: Constraint and environmental recommendations 
 
The area in the preferred SDP that clashes with the indigenous forest area in the north west corner of 
the site were assessed in detail by the ecologist to determine if units could be selectively placed in this 
area. The classification of high sensitivity was originally made despite the infestation of invasive alien 
trees, because the intact areas of indigenous forest, and its connectivity to a greater area of 
undisturbed forest, represent a conservation-worthy ecological resource. 
 
With the clearing of the dense alien tree infestations  in this forest area, it became evident that the 
sensitive positioning of a number of residential units within the forest area will be possible without any 
additional fragmentation or disturbance of the forest habitat. The residential unit localities were 
physically marked on site by the surveyor and field inspection ensured that no indigenous forest would 
be negatively impacted by this layout proposal. 
 
5.       DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 
 
5.1.  Alternative Layout 1  
 

 118 residential units scattered across the site; 

 a Wellness Centre comprised of a clubhouse pool, bowling green, tennis courts and a 
administrative and medical services building; and 

 parking garages for 200 plus vehicles along the western boundary. 
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Figure 17: Layout 1 
 
Development is not in line with heritage or bio-physical constraints, infrastructure is spread all 
over the site. 

 
5.2.  Alternative Layout 2 
 

 110 residential units (25 x 120m2/ 30 x 150m2/ 30 x 150 m2 and 25 x 250 m2); 

 a wellness centre including clubhouse (ground floor 570m2 and first floor 206m2), pool, 
bowling green, tennis courts and a building housing administrative offices and medical 
services (820m2); and 

 164 parking garages. 
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Figure 18: Layout 2 

 
Limited to no ecological/visual corridors exit and landscape design has not been considered. 
The functionality of the historic axial connections were not adressed were not addressed 
either.  

 
 

5.3.  Alternative Layout 3  
 
In 2012 the Knysna, Wilderness Plettenberg Bay Guide Plan was declared unconstitutional by the 
High Court and is therefore not applicable anymore and the Bitou Municipality’s Spatial Development 
Framework for the area prevails.  In the meantime a Local Area Spatial Plan (LASP) for the 
Keurboomstrand area was adopted by the Local Authority.  
  
A new application and revised site development plan is thus being resubmitted to the DEA&DP that is 
to be aligned with the Bitou Municipality’s Keurbooms & Environs Local Area Spatial Plan (LASP).  
 
The application entails the preferred SDP (A3 plan attached under Appendix 1) that include: 
 

 98 residential units (50 x 207m2/ 23 x 215m2/ 9 x 224 m2/10 x 251 m2 and 6 x 270 m2). 

 a wellness Centre that will include a lounge, library, dining room, gym with rooms that can be 
used by e.g. a dr. dentist or physiotherapist, a bowling green and tennis courts 

 164 parking garages 
 
This alternative reacted to all the heritage constraints that was pointed out during the baseline 
assessment. The result is the protection of heritage resources and the mitigtion of impacts. 
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Figure 19: Layout 3 – Preferred with reactions to heritage constraints (View Appendix 1 for A3 Plan) 

 
6. IMPACT ASSESSMENT  
 
Find the detailed specialist assessments attached as Appendices to this document. 
 
6.1 Visual Impact Assessment  
 
Change from open space to built area: 
 
The proposed development will result in a visual change from open, albeit disturbed land, to a fairly 
dense built up area. 
 
While provision has been made for some units to be clustered resulting in open space and corridors 
going through the development for ecological purposes, these will need to be well landscaped to 
ensure that the built environment of this development does not dominate the landscape, as has been 
the case with the Dune Park development south of the road. 
 

Nature of the 
Impact: Change 

from 
open space to 
built area 

Extent Duration  Intensity Probability Significance Significance 
after mitigation  

Alternative 
Layout 1 

Local: limited to 
the immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to Long 
term: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows but also 
will still be 
visible for the 
life of the 
project 

High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly probable: 
most likely that 
the visual 
impact will 
occur 

High 
Mitigation 
must be 
implemented 

Medium 

Alternative 
Layout 2  

 

Local: limited to 
the immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to Long 
term: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows but also 
will still be 

Medium to 
High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly 
probable: most 
likely that the 
visual impact 
will occur 

Medium 
Mitigation must 
be 
implemented 

Medium-Low 

Old road link 
maintained as 
a pedestrian 
and cycle path 

1 ha farm yard, 
maintained as one 
cadastral unit, with 
farm house, mature 
trees and immediate 
outbuildings  

Doctors room, maintained in open 
visual corridor that links with farm werf 

Old road and terraced areas north of it, incorporated 
as a footpath and landscape/forest restoration area 

Micro sitting of units required in vicinity of old 
road, in case graves or unidentified 
resources are found during monitoring 

Corridor link with coastal portion 
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visible for the 
life of the 
project 

Preferred 
Alternative 
layout 3 

Local: limited to 
the immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to Long 
term: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows but also 
will still be 
visible for the 
life of the 
project 

Medium to 
High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly 
probable: most 
likely that the 
visual impact 
will occur 

Medium 
Mitigation must 
be 
implemented 

Low-Medium 

 
Visibility from sensitive receptors: 
The sensitive receptors include users of the access road (MR394) to Keurboomstrand coastal village 
and resort, the old N2 (DR1888),adjacent residential houses on large plots and The Dunes Resort to 
the south of the development. The proposed development is adjacent to the Keurboomstrand access 
road (MR394). Keurboomstrand is a settlement associated with holidays and recreation. The driving 
area, albeit partly developed, with low density residential setllement, restaurants and existing resort 
developments. 
 
The proposed development will be visible when driving to the Keurboomstrand Resort Village, adding 
to the built scenario of Dune Park. The proposed parking garages on the western boundary will be 
seen as a hard, solid wall by the adjacent landowner who currently has views of soft vegetation, albeit 
it exotic alien vegetation. 
 

Nature of the 
Impact: Visible 

to 
receptors: 
Keurboomstran
d 
visitors and 
residents, 
landowners in 
the 
area and resort 
visitors 

Extent Duration  Intensity Probability Significance Significance 
after mitigation  

Alternative 
Layout 1 

Local: limited 
to the 
immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to Long 
term: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows but also 
will still be 
visible for the 
life of the 
project 

High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly 
probable: most 
likely that the 
visual impact 
will occur 

Medium-High 
Mitigation must 
be 
implemented 

Medium 

Alternative 
Layout 2  

 

Local: limited 
to the 
immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to Long 
term: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows  
 

Medium to 
High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly 
probable: most 
likely that the 
visual impact 
will occur 

Medium-High 
Mitigation must 
be 
implemented 

Medium-Low 

Preferred 
Alternative 
layout 3 

Local: limited 
to the 
immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to Long 
term: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows  
 

Medium to 
High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly 
probable: most 
likely that the 
visual impact 
will occur 

Medium: 
Mitigation must 
be 
implemented 

Low-Medium 

 
Night Light: 
 
The additional buildings and associated roads will provide additional lighting which will change the 
night landscape from unlit to lit. 
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Nature of the 
Impact: Night 

Light: 

Extent Duration  Intensity Probability Significance Significance 
After Mitigation 

Alternative 
Layout 1 

Local: limited 
to the 
immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to 
Longterm: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows but also 
will still be 
visible for the 
life of the 
project 

Medium to 
High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly 
probable: most 
likely that the 
visual impact 
will occur 

Medium-High 
Mitigation must 
be 
implemented 

Medium 

Alternative 
Layout 2  

 

Local: limited 
to the 
immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to 
Longterm: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows but also 
will still be 
visible for the 
life of the 
project 

Medium to 
High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly 
probable: most 
likely that the 
visual impact 
will occur 

Medium-High 
Mitigation must 
be 
implemented 

Medium-Low 

Preferred 
Alternative 
layout 3 

Local: limited 
to the 
immediate 
surroundings 

Medium to 
Longterm: until 
screening 
vegetation 
grows but also 
will still be 
visible for the 
life of the 
project 

Medium to 
High: the 
scenic 
resources will 
be affected 

Highly 
probable: most 
likely that the 
visual impact 
will occur 

Medium-High 
Mitigation must 
be 
implemented 

Medium-Low 

 
 
Conclusions:  
  

 The proposed Natures Path Lifestyle Village is located in a dune slack valley and on the south 
facing slopes of a foothill. The visibility of the Lifestyle Village is restricted to a 0,5km radius 
from the site. 

 The  Keurbooms River Local Area Spatial Plan (LASP)  identifies parcels of land which could 
be developed without affecting the environment. The proposed Nature’s Path Lifestyle 
Development is one such parcel. 

 Visually sensitive receptors include the users of approximately 1km of the Keurboomstrand 
access road (MR394) and old N2 (DR1888) (residents, holiday makers and tourists), the 
adjacent residential units to the west and north, ‘The Dunes’ hotel and resort to the south and 
adjacent camping site . 

 The visual impacts, visibility, change in landscape character from open to built and night 
lighting, will be restricted to a local area, less than 0,5 kms, and are mitigated by the adjacent 
existing development. 

 The loss of open, undeveloped visual resources is moderate to high. 

 The visual impact can be mitigated through landscaping within and along the edges and 
treatment of fencing and walls of the Lifestyle Village and by use of recessive architectural 
styles, materials and colours. 

 
6.2 Archaeological Impact Assessment  
 
Activities associated with the proposed development will involve vegetation clearing and substantial 
earthmoving activities.  These activities may have a permanent negative impact on potential 
archaeological resources.  Due to the severe restriction to archaeological visibility, an adequate 
assessment of the potential impact to archaeological resources could not be made.  A substantial 
Later Stone Age shell midden is located about 100 m south of the affected property, and therefore, it 
cannot be ruled out that similar archaeological resources lie beneath vegetation in the study area.  
Consequently, and to minimize and/or avoid potential negative impacts, recommendations for 
mitigation are given below.   
 
Graves indicated on and to the east of the eastern boundary are in fact situated on the adjacent 
property of Portion 11 of Matjiesfontein 304 and therefore fall outside the affected properties.   
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While the identified remnants of the historic period - a retaining wall with platform / terrace, potential 
road and existing main dwelling and outbuildings - are not considered to be significant and a historic 
study is beyond the scope of work required by HWC, it may nevertheless be prudent for the generalist 
heritage practitioner to investigate these through an archival and/or deeds search.  This may avoid 
potential delays during the construction phase of the development. 
 
Provided that the below recommendations are taken into account and/or are implemented, there are 
no further objections to the proposed development of the Nature's Path Lifestyle Village.  The table 
below summarizes the potential impact of the proposed development on archaeological resources with 
and without mitigation. 
 

 With Mitigation Without Mitigation 

Extent Local Local 

Duration Permanent Permanent 

Intensity High High 

Probability Low Unknown 

Significance Low Unknown 

Status Unknown Unknown 

Confidence High High 

 
 
6.3.  Palaeontological Impact Assessment 
 
Extents 
The physical extent of impacts on potential palaeontological resources relates directly to the extents of 
subsurface disturbance. The cultural, heritage and scientific impacts are of regional to national extent, 
as is implicit in the NHRA 25 (1999) legislation and, if scientifically important 
specimens or assemblages are uncovered, are of international interest. This is evident in the amount 
of foreign-funded research that takes place by scientists of other nationalities. Loss of opportunities 
that may arise from a significant fossil occurrence (tourism, employment) filters down to regional/local 
levels. 
 
Duration 
The initial duration of the impact is shorter term (< year) and primarily related to the period over which 
infrastructural excavations are made. This is the “time window” for mitigation. In the longer term, the 
development “sterilizes” the palaeontological heritage resource potential within its extents, as the 
subsurface is “sealed” beneath roads, buildings and urban gardens. This translates to a cumulative 
impact, as fossiliferous coastal deposits are covered by developments mostly lacking mitigations 
protocols. The impact of both the finding or the loss of fossils is permanent. The found fossils must be 
preserved “for posterity”; the lost, overlooked or destroyed fossils are lost to posterity. 
 
Intensity 
Thus the potential impact of bulk earth works on fossil resources is high in the absence of mitigation. 
As mentioned, it is quite likely that scientifically valuable fossils may be lost in spite of mitigation. 
 
Probability 
The likelihood of impact is medium i.e. it is likely to occur and is in the range of possible to probable. 
 
Confidence 
The level of confidence of the probability and intensity of impact is medium to high. 
 
Rating of Significance by Formation 
 
Enon Formation is high if not mitigated 
Cover sands and marine deposits is high if not mitigated 
Dune cordon is moderate which requires mitigation 
 
Note that although the significance is moderate to high, due to the rarity andscientific 
importance of fossils and their permanent loss if destroyed or unnoticed, or positive impact if 
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found during mitigation, the fossil potentials of the sites/alternatives do not directly influence 
the decisions to proceed with the developments. 
 
 
6.4 Tangible Heritage 
 

Nature of the 
Impact 

Extent Duration  Intensity Probability Significance Impact with 
mitigation 

Farm yard and 
House 

Local: limited 
to the 
Keurbooms 
surroundings 

Long term: 
Context will 
change from 
Agriculture to 
urban, 
permanent 

Medium 
: the 
Historic function   
will 
be notably 
changed 

Possible: most 
likely that the 
impact 
will occur 

High-Medium 
 

The 1 ha no-go 
zone, doctors 
rooms in open 
space system 
with applicable 
edge effect 
treatment  must 
be 
Implemented, 
reduces impact 
to medium-low 

Old road Local: limited 
to the 
Keurbooms 
surroundings 

Long term: 
Context will 
change from 
Agriculture to 
urban, 
permanent 

Low: No 
function 
anymore 

Possible Medium Low Incorporate old 
road in layout 
and as 
landscaped 
walkway, impact 
will be low 

Labour 
settlement  

Local: limited 
to the 
Keurbooms 
surroundings 

Long term: 
Context will 
change from 
Agriculture to 
urban, 
permanent 

Low: No 
function 
anymore 

Possible Medium Low Incorporate old 
terraces as 
landscaped 
areas, impact 
will be low 

Graves Local: limited 
to the 
Keurbooms 
surroundings 

Short term: 
duration of 
construction 

Medium: if not 
protected or 
monitored 

Possible Medium to High Monitoring as 
part of site 
clearance and 
construction, 
impact then low 

Trees Local but 
possible 
regional ito 
Garden Route 

Medium to Long 
term 

Medium: The 
mature site 
status will 
notably change 

Possible Medium to High Maintain 
prominent 
mature tree, 
impact will then 
be low 

 
 
7.  INTEGRATED SET OF RECOMMENDATIONS (HERITAGE GUIDELINES) 
 
The site was assessed and the following general recommendations are made.  
 
7.1. General 
 
(Slabbert, HIA, 2013) 
 

 Layout 13 refers to specific on site design actions that need to take place in order to mitigate 
the impact on Heritage resource. 
 

 The site and surrounding areas cultural landscape context relate to the natural forests and 
tree environment of the garden route. Identified mature trees on site should be incorporated in 
the development plan. This will ensure a quality and aesthetically pleasing site after 
development. It will assist in maintaining quality visual corridors and it will mitigate visual 
impact. 
 

 The 1 ha historic yard to be protected as a unit, relate to the main house, immediate 
outbuildings and mature trees. The old doctor rooms is 40 meters south of the house should 
be incorporated into the open space system and visual corridor south of the farm yard. The 
labourers cottages and garages attached to the doctors rooms can be demolished because 
it’s not older than 60 years. 
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 Consideration should be given to the fencing of the 1 ha historic yard area, in order to avoid a 
blocked-off and isolated area. Ideally fencing should be avoided, but if fenced a low “werf” wall 
(1. 2 meter) concept needs to be implemented, with visually permeable material above the 
wall of up to a total maximum height of 1. 8 meter. A gate and footpath need to connect the 
farm yard and the doctors room and open visual corridor. 
 

 The old road leading up to the farmyard (current farm entrance) should not be encroached 
upon by the new development directly north of it. Entrances along the old road should be 
setback with “soft construction” techniques. Limited vegetation and mature tree removal is 
essential, in order to ensure a mature site and the maintenance of the historic driveway. The 
historic access road should be maintained to link pedestrian and bicycle traffic between the 
development and the old post office and shop. 

 

 Even though the old labour dwellings were removed, the visible terraced areas should be 
monitored during clearing. The possibility of finding unknown graves in this area also exists. 
These areas should be incorporated in the development landscape and information gained 
should be used in micro sitting of houses in the immediate vicinity. These areas and the old 
road should form part of a walkway/trail on site. 

 

 The farm yard node and the old dwellings in Keurbooms Rover, dates back to the 1800’s. 
Cape Vernacular architectural elements should therefore be mixed and incorporate in the new 
development elements. 

 

 The Farm yard precinct and doctors room needs to be included in a Heritage Register, in 
order to receive more formal recognition and protection. A Grade 3 C applies to these 
resources. 

 

 Any alteration on structures older than 60 years is subject to a Section 34 application in terms 
of the NHRA.  

 

 All the mitigating measures in this document need to be adopted in the Construction EMP. 
 

 Interpretive signage regarding the history of Keurbooms River and the farm should be erected 
along footpaths in the vicinity of the identified heritage resources.  

 
 
7.2. Visual  
 
(Anderon , VIA, 2013) 
 
The visibility and visual impact of the development may be reduced through the implementation of 
mitigation measures which would reduce negative visual impacts and enhance positive visual impacts. 
Mitigation measures that will assist in optimising a positive visual impact include: 
 

 Landscaping with local indigenous trees within the development, in the gardens, POS 
corridors and along internal roads which will reduce the visibility of the built development from 
the surrounding areas. Planting of lawn only exacerbates the visibility of the units as is evident 
in the adjacent The Dunes development. The mix of lawn, shrubs and trees should be 
carefully designed; 

 

 An existing berm along the southern boundary of the Lifestyle Village erf, adjacent to 
Keurboomstrand access road (MR394), screens the properties from this road. This berm 
concept should be retained and landscaped to form a naturally shaped mound planted with 
indigenous vegetation to help screen the development from the road. It need not be solid 
screen, partial views of the development would be better than a solid ‘wall’ along the road. A 
solid visual barrier, such as a berm, can be a visual impact, creating a tunnel effect for road 
users therefor it is imperative that a professional Landscape Architect or technologist design 
this feature. 

 

 Ensuring that units on slopes with gradients steeper than 1:5 are stepped up/down the slope 
to prevent high, steep cut and fill slopes. Resulting cut and fill slopes from stepped units are 
lower and easier to plant and maintain, thereby mitigating visual scars 
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 Boundary treatments must be visually permeable, using fencing for the most part and walls at 
entrances only. No precast concrete walls. 

 

 The solid wall created by the garage wall in the west needs to be softened to reduce the visual 
impact thereof to the neighbor. A space for planting needs to be created, with access for 
maintenance, to enable a hedge or creeper to screen the hard, solid wall. 

 

 The building style, materials and colour of both the village units and the lodge, need to be 
visually recessive – e.g. dark grey, low pitched roofs. 

 
It is recommended that: 
 

 the Preferred Proposal with corridors of open space and fewer and closely clustered units be 
implemented as this satisfies the local area plan; 
 

 indigenous trees and large shrubs are planted in the gardens, along roads and in POS 
corridors to screen and soften the built environment, with open lawn areas kept to a minimum; 

 

 the units in the north east are stepped up or down the slope to prevent high, steep cut and fill 
slopes and resulting visual scaring; 
 

 

 the western boundary/garage walls are softened with an indigenous hedge or creeper; 
 

 a landscaped berm is developed along the southern boundary; 
 

 the architectural style, materials and colours used are visually recessive as are boundary walls 
and fences; 

 

 a Landscape Architect/Technologist is appointed to prepare a detailed Landscape Plan and 
specifications for planting and to monitor implementation thereof; 

 

 the Landscape Architect is to draw up an Operational Management Plan (OMP) to include 
guidelines for the site manager on maintenance of the vegetated areas; 

 

 external lighting on buildings and along roads and parking is minimised and kept to low bollard 
lighting. 

 
7.3 Archaeological 
 
(Nilssen , AIA, 2013) 
 
Recommended mitigation measures: 
 

 A boundary fence should be erected prior to the construction phase in the relevant section 
along the eastern boundary of Portion 10 to ensure that the graves on the adjacent property 
are not disturbed or damaged during construction. 

 

 In order to avoid or minimize negative impact to potential archaeological resources currently 
obscured by vegetation, it is recommended that vegetation clearing and earthmoving 
operations associated with the construction phase of development should be monitored by a 
professional archaeologist or a suitably experienced Ecological Control Officer. 

 
Required mitigation measures: 
 

 In the absence of archaeological monitoring, and in the event that vegetation clearing and 
earthmoving activities expose archaeological materials, such activities must stop and Heritage 
Western Cape must be notified immediately. 

 

 If archaeological materials are exposed during vegetation clearing and/or earth moving 
activities, then they must be dealt with in accordance with the National Heritage Resources 
Act (No. 25 of 1999) and at the expense of the developer. 
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 In the event of exposing human remains during construction, the matter will fall into the 
domain of Heritage Western Cape (Mr. Troy Smuts) or the South African Heritage Resources 
Agency (Ms Colette Scheermeyer) and will require a professional archaeologist to undertake 
mitigation if needed. 

 
7.4  Palaeontological  
 
(Pether , PIA, 2012) 
 

 The Enon Formation has low fossil potential, but identifiable teeth and bones are occasionally 
found. Fossil wood is the most common fossil material and includes lignified or petrified larger 
pieces such as logs. 

 

 Excavations below ~12 m asl. may expose the “marine and estuarine terrace gravel and 
sand”, a known fossiliferous deposit. Overlying coversand and soil may include both fossils 
and archaeological material and such may also be found in the deposits of the vlei margins. 

 

 Recommendations for palaeontological mitigation are affected by those for archaeological 
mitigation. In most cases, when monitoring and inspection of excavations is recommended in 
the AIA, separate monitoring for fossil occurrences is not necessary. 

 

 It is recommended that the excavations be inspected by an archaeologist who must also 
report fossil occurrences. Excavations in the lower slope below ~12 m asl. have the greater 
fossil potential. Furthermore, personnel involved in the bulk earth works must keep a lookout 
for fossil and archaeological material such as bones, shells and Stone Age artefacts. The 
attached PIA outline monitoring by construction personnel and a general Fossil Find 
Procedures. 

 
8.  CONCLUSION  
 
The development proposal conforms to forward planning documentation and densities adopted by the 
Bitou Municipality. The coastal part of the subject site will be conserved as a private nature reserve as 
suggested in the LASP and as off-set against the development. As part of the preferred alternative, 
ecological and visual corridors are proposed to ensure visual links and forest restoration.  
 
All the tangible heritage resources identified were accommodated and protected in the preferred 
alternative layout 3. The 1 ha farm yard area and mature trees will be conserved as a unit. This area is 
linked with an open space and visual corridor with the old doctors room, 40 meter south of the yard. 
Due to the road separating the yard and the doctors room, it was not included in the 1 ha area, but the 
axial connection is maintained as part of the visual corridor link. The farm yard is also linked with the 
old post office and shop via the old access road that will be kept open for pedestrian and bicycle 
traffic.  
 
The cultural landscape will change from a rural context to an urbanised area. Urban development has 
already occurred in the area and the site is earmarked for urban expansion, therefore the rural sense-
of-place will be lost. However the planners recognised the identified resources and its axial 
connections, mentioned above and these were excluded from the development area. The resources 
were accommodated in wide corridors and large stands to reflect its evolution as part of the 
agricultural rural landscape of Keurbooms River. No changes are proposed to any of these Grade 3 C 
structures. These resources are protected under the NHRA and no alterations are possible without the 
relevant permit.  The impact on these resources is therefore medium-low. 
 
The Keurbooms River and Keurboomsstrand cultural landscape context is primarily linked to the 
garden route and natural context. The development proposes the exclusion of the coastal section, to 
be included in a large and wide coastal corridor, linked to internal corridors that will be subject to a 
landscape plan aimed at indigenous trees and forest restoration. These corridors also follow historic 
axial connections therefore maintaining linkages between resources and a sense-of-place. The VIA 
concludes that the change from open space to urban will have a low-medium impact after landscaping 
mitigation. 
 
The evidence of farm related dwellings north of the old road is in the form of stone terraced areas and 
old maps. The area is covered with dense vegetation; therefore the identification of graves or other 
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heritage resources linked to these settlements could not be concluded. However the old road and 
immediate surrounds will form part of the walkway and forest restoration area that will incorporate any 
potential resource that is discovered during construction and clearing activities. Residential units north 
of the road (informed by the ecologist) will be subject to micro sitting, in case graves are found during 
site monitoring. The same applies to the proposed walkways on the site. Some of these walkways, 
clearly indicated on the attached preferred SDP, traverse current very dense vegetation and if any 
archaeological resources are discovered it will only be discovered during construction monitoring. If 
the impact on these resources is monitored as part of the EMP, the impacts will be low. The 
archaeological and palaeontological permitting and findings procedures (see PIA) need to be followed 
if any resources are discovered. If significant resources are discovered micro sitting and realignment 
of tracks must be considered to avoid the impacts. 
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